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... The first time I saw you, I thought you were just crazy. - Something was wrong with me, I felt it, but I
could not understand what. - You were like not here. You looked like you were in a magical dream. - I? -
Yes. On the day you arrived, I thought for a long time about how it is possible that you are here, so far

from home, in my library, and no one knows about your presence.
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Although, I checked the internet, I don't found anything. By the way, this is my first post here, so I'm sorry
if I made any mistakes. I hope I can solve this problem, and have a nice day with you! A: Edited: you want
to save the entire directory (your_folder) to your HDD. There are two ways to do so. The first way, is to use
the console to copy the directory to your HDD. There, you can read more about this in the following bash

tutorials: copy - Copies one or more source files and/or directories to one or more destinations. xterm # cp
-r /Volumes/Valkyria_Nyotai_Kyouran_Haze_Otome_CGrar/

/Volumes/Valkyria_Nyotai_Kyouran_Haze_Otome_CGrar/ BTW, since you want to backup your "Valkyria
Nyotai Kyouran Haze Otome CGrar" folder to another location, it's better to use the OS X "Finder"

application, instead of the "Console" since you can backup with the app (and have a history, etc..). The
second way, is to use the Finder. Open your Terminal application, and use the Finder application. Type in

the Terminal application: ~/Valkyria_Nyotai_Kyouran_Haze_Otome_CGrar # cd
/Volumes/Valkyria_Nyotai_Kyouran_Haze_Otome_CGrar ~/Valkyria_Nyotai_Kyouran_Haze_Otome_CGrar #
cp -r.. In my example, since your folder is in the same drive than your Terminal session, you don't have to
specify the drive. But if you want to, you can. Now, as said above, the reason for your messages "Cannot
mkdir" could be the following. Your home folder has a "hidden" folder ".bash_history". To edit your home

folder (and not only your login home folder) you have to use the terminal. Type in your terminal: cd ~/ ~ is
the equivalent of your c6a93da74d
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